
Combined expertise results in pristine floors 
 
A unique combination of two leading companies in their respective fields – FloorworX and South African 
Fine & Industrial Chemicals (SAFIC) – is providing outstanding service to their clients, and ensuring that 
floorcoverings are properly and effectively cleaned and maintained throughout their lifecycle. 
 
The first consideration of any flooring project is to get the right product for the intended usage, and in 
this respect FloorworX excels with a diverse selection of both locally made and imported high-quality 
floorcoverings to meet any requirement. 
 
These are not ‘fit and forget’ floors though, and to keep them in pristine condition and to retain their 
aesthetic appeal and functionality, one needs to select the right cleaning materials and equipment that 
will ensure an effective maintenance regime. 
 
In this respect, these two expert companies come to the fore once again; FloorworX with a wide range of 
floorcare products that have been specifically designed to deliver the best results for all floorcoverings in 
the FloorworX sales programme, and SAFIC with internationally certificated industrial chemicals and an 
extensive range of petrol, diesel and electrical pressure washers and steam cleaners. 
 
SAFIC also stocks a comprehensive range of industrial cleaning equipment ranging from mopping units, 
rotary scrubbing machines, vacuum cleaners and automatic scrubbing machines, as well as a wide 
variety of brooms, mops and other applicators required for the effective and efficient application of its 
chemical cleaning products. 
 
In addition, through extensive research in conjunction with FloorworX, SAFIC has developed a speciality 
range of chemicals to suit the FloorworX sales programme. 
 
Floorcare equipment plays a vital role in the cleaning of floors. It assists with the application of the 
chemicals as well as enhancing the appearance of the floor. It also saves time and labour, and 
repair costs are minimised if the equipment is maintained correctly by responsible cleaners who 
take ownership of their equipment. 
 
Although initial layout on equipment might be higher, long term savings are in evidence through lower 
labour, cleaning chemicals and equipment maintenance costs. Purchasing the correct equipment can 
save a client up to 60% in chemical costs!  
 
A unique feature on some of SAFIC’s floorcare equipment is that it allows for a dust-free, polymer film 
coat renovation, by cleaning and polishing hard floors without the inconvenience of using older, 
conventional methods.  
 
With this dry floor renovation technique, clients can effectively strip and polish vinyl, linoleum, PVC, 
wood and even rubber floors whilst cutting costs on labour and chemicals. This equipment can even 
assist in the vitrification of natural stone floors.  
 
The elimination of chemicals and particularly low (60dB) sound levels of this equipment allows the client 
to complete most cleaning work during office hours. This feature is a great bonus in any healthcare 
facility.  
 
SAFIC has always been proud that its chemical work ethic is committed to preserving the environment. 
No less is acknowledged within its Floorcare division as the efficient filtration systems on the equipment 
ensure that dust particles vacuumed from the floor during, for example, the stripping process, are not 
exhausted back into the atmosphere.  
 



If required, an additional HEPA filter system can also be attached to ensure that 99.997% of particles 
(down to 0.3 microns) is available for complete protection. 
 
There is no doubt that use of the correct floorcare equipment and application will save time and cost; 
significantly reduce dust particles in the air; reduce the frequency of stripping; eliminate slurry pick-up; 
extend the lifecycle of the floor, and increase its visual appeal. 
 
To ensure that its chemicals are professionally applied, and the equipment properly used and 
maintained, SAFIC boasts a SETA-accredited training academy, thus offering clients a total solutions 
package in cleaning.  
 
Prevention is one of the most important aspects of a successful floorcare programme. 
Performing the simplest floorcare duties such as vacuuming, dust mopping, damp mopping and 
burnishing delays the need for more costly tasks such as scrubbing and stripping; it is an investment that 
pays big dividends in appearance, safety and prolonging the life of expensive floor surfaces.  
 
However, preventing floors from getting soiled in the first place has a considerable impact on the cost 
and frequency of service required to maintain the desired level of appearance and cleanliness. 
 
Entrance matting is designed to stop dirt and moisture at the door, keeping floors clean throughout the 
entire facility, and both FloorworX and SAFIC strongly recommend the use of an approved entrance 
matting system. 
 
Properly maintained floors look good, get noticed and last longer. Cleaning professionals should take 
pride in providing quality floor maintenance, since their work impacts everyone entering the building. 
 
And FloorworX and SAFIC are there to assist with high quality product, equipment and technical 
expertise that ensures these exacting and essential high standards are met. 
 
For further information, make contact with the numbers and websites shown below. 
 
FloorworX Marketing Department     Safic  
Tel:  011 406 4146       Tel:  011 406 4000 
Fax: 011 406 4205       Fax: 011 406 4252 
Website:  www.floorworx.co.za     www.safic.co.za 
 

 


